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which Newton spoke, and in which he made so vast

a stride, in which "every step made brings us nearer

to the knowledge of the first cause, and is on that

account hihly to be valued." And as in this ad

vance they' have no peculiar privileges or advan

tages, their errors of opinion concerning it, if they
err, are no more to be wondered. at, than those of

common men; and need as little disturb or distress

us, as if those who committed them had confined

themselves to. the study of arithmetic or of geometry.
If we can console and tranquillize ourselves con

cerning the defective or perverted views of religious
truth entertained by any of our fellow men, we need

find no additional difficulty in doing so when those

who are mistaken are great mathematicians, who

have added to the riches and elegance of the me

chanical philosophy. And if we are seeking for ex

traneous grounds of trust and comfort on this subject,
we may find them in the reflection ;-that, whatever

may be' the opinions of those who assume the causes

and laws of that philosophy and reason from them, the

views ofthose admirable and ever-honoured men who

first caught sight of these laws arid causes, impressed
them with the belief that this is "the fabric of a great
and good God;" that "it is man's duty to pour out

his soul in praise of the Creator;" and that all this

beautiful system must be referred to "a first cause,

which is certainly not mechanical."

2. We may thus, with the greatest propriety, deny
to the mechanical philosophers and mathematicians

of recent times any authority with. regard to their

views of the administration of the unverse; we have

no reason whatever to expect from their speculations

any help, when we attempt to ascend to the first

cause and supreme ruler of the universe. But we

might perhaps go further, and assert that they are

in some respects less likely than men employed in

other pursuits
to make any clear advance towards

such a subject ofspeculation. Persons whose thoughts
are thus entirely occupied in deduction are apt to
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